Pulmonary gas exchange in cystic fibrosis: basal status and the effect of i.v. antibiotics and inhaled amiloride.
In order to evaluate the degree and type of gas exchange impairment in cystic fibrosis, ventilation/perfusion relationships in ten patients (mean age 26 yrs, mean Shwachman score 86) were examined. Pulmonary gas exchange was studied using the multiple inert gas elimination technique. High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) and spirometry, including diffusing capacity, were performed after each gas exchange study for comparison. Examinations were done before and after home i.v. antibiotic treatment (HIVAT, 14 days) and after inhaled amiloride and placebo (14 days), in crossover fashion, clinical status after HIVAT serving as the baseline for the crossover study. Before HIVAT, the mean residual volume was 182% of the predicted value, the mean vital capacity 72% pred and the mean forced expiratory volume in one second 53% pred (p<0.001). The dispersion of pulmonary blood flow at different ventilation/perfusion ratios (V'/Q') ((logarithmic SD of the perfusion distribution (log SDQ)), used as an index for gas exchange impairment, was increased to a mean of 0.72. No linear correlation was seen between ventilation/perfusion inequality, spirometry and HRCT (p>0.05). After HIVAT, log SDQ was significantly improved to 0.66 (p<0.05). After placebo, but not after amiloride, log SDQ, arterial oxygen tension, alveolar-arterial oxygen tension difference and maximal expiratory flows when 50% and 25% of the forced vital capacity tension remain to be exhaled were significantly worse (p<0.05, respectively). Areas with a low V'/Q' were significantly lower after amiloride compared to after the placebo period (p<0.05). Moderate ventilation/perfusion inequality was present in the majority of the studied cystic fibrosis patients. The degree of ventilation/perfusion inequality cannot be estimated from spirometry or high-resolution computed tomography. The low proportion of low ventilation/perfusion ratios indicates that the regular treatment directed towards mucus plugging of small airways is beneficial. An improvement in the ventilation/perfusion relationship was seen after home i.v. antibiotic treatment and inhaled amiloride may possibly have a further positive effect on gas exchange.